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Most of our Chinese cycles remained nicely on track in April.
Now it gets interesting for the stock markets as we have had this powerful uptrend in the last couple of months, and now we
are fast approaching our expected June-July bottom period for this year.

Here is the FPF prediction chart for the Nasdaq in 2009.
More predictions charts for other markets, stocks, indices and commodities are available to the registered users of our FPF
software program:

(Predictive chart made with FPF 1.1 software, available at http://www.fourpillars.net/finance/fpf.php)

Nasdaq
Current level: 1719

Nasdaq has now reached our upside target of 1700-1800.
We may push up a bit further towards 1900 in May, but our expected Metal month correction/bottom is coming up for June.
So this is a good chance to take profits and reduce our positions in the market.
Once a correction sets in we could easily see a very swift drop towards 1500, because a lot of investors are probably waiting
to take some money off the table after this monster rally.
By June we will look for a potential new buying opportunity.

Here is our updated prediction chart for Nasdaq:

Gold
Current level: 120
Gold stocks have stayed flat and still hovering near 120.
This is a good sign for a potential rally after this Earth months bottom period is over.
Try to buy gold and silver miner stocks (or the metals) if the XAU falls below 110.
We may even see a dip below 100

Here is the updated chart:

Euro - US Dollar
Current level: 1.325
Euro is drifting lower as we have been predicting for months.
Still looking for a triple bottom near 1.25 , then a rally
Expected bottom period comes by next August-September, so still waiting to buy Euro.

Here is the prediction chart:

Crude Oil
Current level: 29.6
Our expected rally in oil prices is very weak so far.
This is congruent with a possible major low coming up for August-September.
Still expect a brief jump upward towards $40 for USO
Hold on if you bought a small position. Otherwise wait.
Also the Natural gas prices are low right now.
They tend to move in tandem with other energy prices.
So also the Natural Gas ETF (ticker UNG) is becoming an attractive buy at these low levels.

Here is the updated chart:

Four Pillars Finance software - Free trial download
For more detailed daily prediction charts you are welcome to download the Four Pillars Finance 1.1
software on our site : http://www.fourpillars.net/finance/fpf.php
The program calculates the Chinese cycles and shows you in advance the best days , months or
years to buy or sell stocks, gold, bonds, currencies, commodities...
No experience in Chinese astrology is needed in order to use this program.
****
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